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The President’s Column
By Doug Robertson
WCBA President 2010-2011
AN ATTORNEY’S MOST VALUABLE ASSET
EMPATHY: the action of understanding, being aware of, being sensitive to,
and vicariously experiencing the feelings, thoughts, and experience of another
of either the past or present without having the feelings, thoughts, and experience fully communicated in an objectively explicit manner.
It is a Monday morning. I’m a bit late, because it is a Monday morning. I didn't
get enough done this weekend or last week, so it is a grumpy Monday morning. We all
have had this Monday morning.
Pop open the calendar and see that there is a new client at 9:00 AM, referred from another attorney. The client is 10 minutes early. What’s the rush, I think in a struggle to control my exploding email Inbox. I go down, meet
the new client, hear the background, discuss the issues, evaluate the disputes, and outline the risks and possible approaches to the problem. Then the inevitable question:
Will I win or lose?
This particular client is a well seasoned business person. He has a successful yet struggling business. Even with his
years of business acumen, I see in his face that look – one of serious concern.
Well, will I? Could it lose my business?
At this point, I have to forget this is another grumpy Monday morning. For this day is the most important day to my
client.
Empathy – that is what each of us must have to properly advise clients. We ultimately represent real people
with real problems, concerns and emotions. To them, the legal dispute facing them is the most important aspect of
their lives. This is especially true of criminal defense and family lawyers. So our clients don't think of this is just
another "case." Their legal problem is a burning pressure that they live with every day. With that pressure, they
want to e-mail/call/ stop by just to check-in. They want us to give updates even though nothing is happening. They
often can't sleep or effectively carry on aspects of their normal lives because of the unknowns of the legal dispute.
They simply can't understand why a motion takes two weeks, a new document takes a few days, a deposition takes
another week, and a trial although set for months, gets continued endlessly. We must appreciate and address our client’s emotional status in order to be effective.
But empathy does not involve the lawyer taking on the emotions of the client. We have to understand the
emotions, appreciate them and advise the client knowing the dynamics they create. But we cannot take them on.
We must remain impartial and unemotional to avoid that from affecting appropriate and proper legal representation
in advocacy. Sometimes, often times, that is very hard. Clients become friends. Their problems become our problems. We narrow our focus to only appreciate the client's position. But that is not empathy.
How do we infuse empathy into our practice? I know all of you have developed skills and procedures to address this. But my thoughts (based in large part of observing and learning from you all) are towards the simple, yet
important steps. And no, I am not that effective at these, yet:
Call back the client who is calling just to check in;
Ask — how worried are you about this?
Imagine if my business/ kids/ freedom/ money were at risk like my client and think how would I feel?
(Continued on page 3)
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Tell my client that I do understand they have emotions and this is important;
Tell my client that it is my professional responsibility to not get emotional, but instead remain dispassionate so
that my advice is appropriate;
Appreciate that even though the client has a ―clear winner,‖ the emotional toll may not be worth the process;
Appreciate that the client who is emotional about mounting ―scorched earth‖ negotiation or litigation will be
about as logical when you explain why they lost;
Listen, even when you have heard it all;
Patience.
Empathy provides us with the understanding of our clients and how their legal issues really affect them. Only with
that can I be effective.

The Law Office of Pamela E. Englett, PLLC
is proud to announce…
...that Adella Thompson, daughter of Pam
Englett, is joining the firm. Adella will be
sworn in on November 4, 2011. She graduated
with honors from the University of Washington
Law School and will be practicing Family
Law. She has a couple years of mediation training and practice and has completed the Collaborative Law training. She comes with a background that includes dancing and teaching Argentine Tango and was the Dance Sport Champion of the 2007 Star Ball in Seattle.
She is accepting new dance students now
and will be accepting Family Law clients after
November 4, 2011! 
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PRO-TEM SURVEY RESPONSES
BAR SPLIT ON DISTRICT COURT JUDGES AS SUPERIOR COURT PRO TEMS
Thank you to everyone who did respond to our informal survey regarding District Court judges serving as
Pro Tem judges in Superior Court to address potential backlogs. Here are the statistics:
Total Responses
Total in Favor
Total Opposed
Responded Maybe with concerns

27
10
11
6

With each of the responses, I either received an email or telephone call from the bar member. Just about
every bar member immediately said either ―yes‖ or ―no.‖ After that, it was also cleanly divided. Either it was an
absolute yes or an absolute no, or there were definite concerns voiced by the bar member (the maybes). The concerns are summarized as follows:
“How can the District Court judges have the time?”
“Who will replace them in District Court when they are doing Superior Court?”
“Do the District Court judges have the background for certain matters (family law, complex civil
litigation, etc.)?
How could the court make that work?”
As a completely unscientific, objective and not-worth-a-lot observation, I can state that I have had additional
discussions with quite a number of bar members. These informal responses have been along the same lines. Many
say ―yes,‖ but an equal number say ―no,‖ and then a slightly smaller percentage question if it would work.
I have passed this information on to Judge Grant and N. Jackson. We will be utilizing this and looking forward to addressing court congestion solutions.
Anyone who would like to add to their thoughts, please pass them on to me [Doug Robertson]. I will be sure
to incorporate them as this process continues ahead. Thanks to all who responded.
Lawyer Joke— forwarded by Anna E. Webb
George and Lenny decided to cross North America in a hot air balloon. However, neither were particularly experienced balloonists.
Before long, they realized they were lost.
George declared, "Lenny -- we are going to have to lose some altitude so we can figure out where we are."
George let some hot air out of the balloon, which slowly descended below the clouds, but he still couldn't tell where they were. Far
below, they could see a man on the ground. George lowered the balloon further still to ask the man their location.
When they were low enough, George called down to the man, "Hey, can you tell us where we are?"
The man on the ground yelled back, "You're in a balloon about 100 feet up in the air."
George called down to the man, "You must be a lawyer!"
"How could you tell?" asked the man.
George answered, "Because the advice you gave us is 100% accurate and completely useless."
The man called back up to the balloon, "You must be a client."
George yelled back, "Why do you say that?"
"Well," the man replied, "you don't know where you are or where you are going. You got into your predicament through a
lack of planning and could have avoided it by asking for help before you acted. You're in the exact same position you
were in before we met, but now it is somehow my fault."
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The Nook: Law Library News by Virginia Tucker
Come try out WestLaw Next™ at the Law Library
WestLaw Next is the new ―easy search‖ legal research product from Thomson West. The first difference you’ll notice is that you don’t have to choose a database when beginning a search—it’s a lot like Google’s basic white box. The new
search product was launched by Thomson West last year and just became available to library accounts. We’ve arranged for a trial password during November and December so please stop in and
take a test drive. You can still use ―regular‖ Westlaw for searching, too. The Law Library Board is
looking for feedback and your preferences so please come in and do some comparison searching.
You can send comments and questions to Virginia or to any member of the Board (see below).
Here’s what the home page looks like. Notice you can just start entering keywords without
choosing a database.

Here’s a results page:

Notice on the left-hand side the breakout of results by source: cases, secondary sources, etc. (in library lingo, called ―faceted results display‖). That’s a preview. Please come in during the trial period and let us know what you think!
Law Librarian: Virginia Tucker Email: vtucker@co.whatcom.wa.us
Phone: 360.676.6556 Website: http://www.WhatcomLawLibrary.org
Law Library Board of Trustees: Jim Haigh, Michael Kleps, Bill Knudsen, Dave McEachran, Chuck Snyder.
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Free to all WCBA members & firms
e-mail ad copy as MS Word .doc file to:

rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com
by the 15th of the preceding month
Questions? Call 360 527-9400

Office Space Available – Bellingham Towers - Nancy at 647-1916, ext. 112; Or email
nancy@hollanderinvestments.com 119 N. Commercial Street – downtown! Conference Room available
for Rent to Tenants and Non-Tenants. New Cardio Room & Shower available for Tenants – access 24h!

Adoption Services Provider
Pre & Post Placement Reports, international & domestic adoptions, step-parent & grand parent
adoptions. JoAnn Vesper, MSW, LICSW. 25+ years experience; Court approved/Lic.#00005239; 360714-9189; joann.vesper@gmail.com
An Opportunity to Serve: Whatcom County Library System Trustee Needed
Why: According to state statute, the library district is governed by a five member board. A vacancy needs to be filled for a
two term retiring board member to begin February 1, 2012. Trustees are entrusted with communicating the value of libraries,
sustaining the public library in the communities; ensuring that the library provides broad and equitable access to the world of
knowledge and information, and representing the diversity of ideas throughout Whatcom County
What: The responsibilities for this 5-year appointment include strategic planning, setting policy, approving expenditures and
payroll and adopting an annual budget. Trustees hire the library director and carry out work necessary for the order orderly,
efficient, and sustainable operation of the library as outlined in RCW 27.12.210. Day-to-day management of WCLS is entrusted to the director, who is hired by the Board. This position is not compensated, except for mileage costs to attend meetings.
When: County Committee application forms may be filled out at any time, but are due no later than December 15, 2011.
For more information please go to www.wcls.org/
If you wish to discuss this position, please contact Joan Airoldi, library director. 360 384-3150 x 201 or

The Best Location for attorney, Office for lease: Across the street from the Court House.
1500sf. $1.30 p/sf + NNN(W/S, INS, PROPERTY TAX. 3 OFFICES,+ 3 OPEN DIV. OFFICES STORAGE RM W/SHELVES, COUNTER TOP W/SINK + CABINET. CENTRAL HEATING/AIRCON,
skylight , private parking space available, 5 years no increase rent base.
Address : 217 prospect St. Bellingham, Right next to Bail -Bond Company.
Please contact us 360-734-8127, Attention: Jung or Erin at Attorney Matthew W. Peach's law office.
Two offices for rent in high visibility executive suites office building: next to the post office on Prospect Street and across the street from the courthouse and jail. Tenant will have shared use of two conference rooms, receptionist to answer phone and greet clients. These offices have their own individual
thermostats to control heat and air conditioning. Signage is available for business name and free parking for clients. Permitted parking is available for tenant. One office is 152 sq feet for $550 per
month. The other office is 208 sq feet for $775 per month. The monthly rental amount includes heat,
electricity, water, sewer, garbage, and internet access. Call Katti Esp at (360) 715-3100.
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The Port of Bellingham: Moving, Growing, Looking Toward the Future
~ Alexander F. Ransom, Esq.

Charlie Sheldon, the Executive Director of the Port of Bellingham, was our
guest speaker at the October Bar Luncheon. Although the Port’s new Executive
Director has worked ports for over 25 years – Ports of New Jersey, Seattle and
now Bellingham – Sheldon has only served as Executive Director at the Port of Bellingham for a relatively short time. He gave an engaging discussion on economic
development in Whatcom County; and specifically, his goals on the waterfront
project, the airport, job creation, and increased railroad traffic.
“This is by far the neatest and best port of all ports I’ve worked at,” said
Sheldon. He shared that Bellingham offers one of the few ports in the country
which runs both a waterfront and an airport. Today, the Port of Bellingham Whatcom County has three elected commissioners serving four-year terms and employs about 100 people. “We do
about $30 million dollars a year in business,” said Sheldon. “That’s airline fees, income from leases and the
marinas, and plus we get some revenue from the property taxes that residents pay here in Whatcom County.”
MARINAS
“We have 2000 slips for marinas, which include both Blaine in Bellingham,” said Sheldon. “It’s full.” He
discussed the impressive amount of financing that goes into recent cleanups, expansions and maintenance.
“We’ve got the ferry terminal down in Fairhaven. We’ve got a bunch of properties, about 250 different leases
with commercial properties, and industrial operators, buildings, and so on, that we run at the airport. We’ve
got an operation/property out in Sumas. And the operation in Blaine as well,” he said.

AIRPORT
“Our airport is one of the fastest-growing airports in the U.S.,” said Sheldon. “And certainly the fastestgrowing airport west of the Mississippi River.” Sheldon explained that in the past, about 80,000 per year went
used the airport. By his current estimates, however, its use shall exceed 500,000 people this year. The Port is
aggressively expanding in response to the increased demand. Last year, the entire tarmac runway was resurfaced. In addition, there are construction efforts to triple the overall size of the airport and add 100,000
square feet to its terminal. “So we’ll have invested somewhere in the range of over $65 million dollars in the
airport,” said Sheldon. “With 95% of that paid by the Federal Aviation Administration.”
Sheldon said 60% of the people on commercial flights from Bellingham Airport are Canadians. The reason why? “They drive across the border with their Nexus pass and then they check into the flight at Bellingham airport. When they get off the plane in Hawaii, Palm Springs or wherever, they don’t have to clear Customs when they get off the plane. That’s huge,” said Sheldon. “If they flew out of Vancouver, they’d have to
(Continued on page 9)
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clear Customs.” Consequently, the Port has vastly increased the number of local connections and commercial
flights in response to the increased demand.

WATERFRONT
Sheldon shared how the Port acquired the Georgia Pacific Pulp Mill (GP) property. “Several years ago,
the Port made a very aggressive decision about taking over the GP and adjoining properties downtown,” he
said. Basically, a partnership was formed between the Port, the City and WWU to redevelop that waterfront
from an enclosed industrial contaminated site into some new, mixed-use and maritime business developments. Presently, the City, Port and WWU are still trying to change the zoning on the property. For you Land
Use buffs, Sheldon discussed the complications of initiating a planned-action ordinance process which included the filing/approval many documents/agreements simultaneously. “They have to all be worked right in
and have to go through the planning commission and the City Council and the Port Commission have to implement it,” he said. Although it’s taken a long time to get to this point, Sheldon foresees this zoning process finished by summer of 2012.
He also discussed the upcoming cleanup happening in Bellingham Bay. “There’s Mercury in the soil,
there’s dioxin, the waterway has been contaminated; about $100 million dollars of cleanup that has to happen
and be done,” he said. Fortunately, most of the cleanup is subsidized through GP’s prior insurance policy with
AIG and the State Model Control Acts Fund which is funded by taxes on oil imports. “They pay up to half for
the cleanup,” said Sheldon. “Those cleanups and building demolitions start this upcoming fall.”
Sheldon wants industrial businesses occupying the waterfront as soon as possible. “We’re doing everything we can to get business down there of any kind. We want jobs down there. If we can get a heavy industrial tenant, I want them down there. If we can get a light industrial tenant, I want them down there. If
there’s a mixed-use develop who wants to do something, we want them down there.” However, he emphasized the challenge of accomplishing this in today’s present economy. “We don’t want to sit there with a
bunch of empty land,” he said. “We’ll get there, it’s just going to take some time.”

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Sheldon discussed how the shipping terminal lends itself to creating jobs. “The shipping terminal is a
nice little terminal, but the water is not deep enough for the current generation of cargo ships. They need
more than 40 feet of water,” he said. “We only have 30 feet at that shipping terminal.” Despite these challenges, Sheldon addressed other profitable uses. He discussed a deal with a company to put over 100 people
to work at that terminal for the next 8 months building harbor-side modules that will assist in “energy extraction” in Alaska. “So we’re getting some jobs back,” said Sheldon, enthusiastically. “I guess what I’d say is,
when all is said and done about the Port of Bellingham, is, what our real function is, is jobs. It’s pretty simple.”
(Continued on page 10)
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Sheldon also emphasized that the Port renewed its lease with Alaska Ferry for another 15-20 years.
“Now that’s pretty big,” he said. He iterated that, 20 years ago when employed with the Port of Seattle, he
tried securing the the Alaska Ferry, however, the Port of Bellingham successfully secured that contract and
held on to it throughout the years. “The unfortunate real truth about ports is that if you want the business
then you buy it. What you’re buying is the jobs, the tax revenue, and the property tax revenue that these jobs
provide,” he said.
“We have 4,000-6,000 jobs in this county at least in the marine trades sector,” said Sheldon. “Fish
boats, fish processing, recreational boats and so-on.” He discussed how Bellingham Cold Storage is one of the
biggest tenants, and employs approximately 1,000 people at that facility. “They handle half a billion pounds of
fish every year. It’s one of the biggest ones in the world,” said Sheldon. “That’s the kind of activity we’re trying
to keep here.”
The Port also worked aggressively to lower commercial rates for commercial fishing boats. “We want
to bring more boats into the marinas,” said Sheldon. So far, these efforts are very successful. Sheldon discussed the increased activity in the fishing and boat-building/repair industry. “Those boats are huge multiplier
job impact businesses. The number of people they pay to work on the boats is larger than the number of people they pay to work the boats themselves,” he said. At this point, Sheldon took questions from the audience.

INCREASED RAILROAD TRAFFIC
“Are you telling developers that there’s increased railroad traffic coming through the waterfont?”
asked one of the attorneys, as Sheldon fielded questions from the audience.
“Yes,” said Sheldon. He explained how the waterfront cleanup and business expansion toward that
area was designed and planned anticipating more railroad lines and traffic. Part of the solution is relocating
the tract going beneath the bluff instead of going through the site. “The reality is, if you bring 15-20 more
trains per day through the site, we’ve designed the project to deal with that. I don’t think it’s much of an issue, but I’m probably alone in that,” he said. Sheldon shared he used to see and hear 60-80 trains per day running by his office when he was employed at the Port of Seattle. “There’s railroad traffic, and then there’s railroad traffic,” he said wryly. “It’s a matter of adjusting.”
Sheldon said the Port is ultimately silent on the issue of coal being transported by railway through
Whatcom County. “Their position is that they’re not taking a position on this site until the necessary environmental review work is completed,” he said. “And that work is just not quite underway.” The work must begin
with a “sculpting period” and await the results of an Environmental Impact Assessment. “The feeling they
have is, ‘Let’s wait and see what the environmental analysis shows,’” said Sheldon. “Based on that analysis,
we’ll take a position.”
i —http://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/swfa/grants/rag.html
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Civil Procedure Corner:
Records Depositions A Thing of the Past
By Bryan L. Page *
When I first started practicing, I kept hearing the
term ―records deposition‖ used by attorneys when they
wanted to obtain documents from a witness who was not
a party. The term struck me as odd because how could
you depose a bunch of documents? Documents do not
talk.
It turned out prior versions of the civil rule relating to subpoenas, CR
45, did not recognize a document-only subpoena issued to non-parties. That
rule did not clearly authorize a subpoena that required the recipient to produce only documents or records and did not require the recipient to also appear and testify at a deposition. Thus, in order to be safely within the bounds
of prior versions of CR 45, a ―records deposition‖ had to be scheduled by
sending out a subpoena that required both document production and attendance to testify. Then, typically when a records deposition was noted, the actual deposition was avoided when the recipient of the subpoena voluntarily
agreed to deliver all the requested records and the requesting party’s attorney
agreed to cancel the deposition. Thus, the rule often required a bunch of
wasted time scheduling a records deposition with the witness, the parties and
their attorneys, and a court reporter, only to cancel it all when the documents
were produced.
Luckily, in 2007 CR 45 was amended to more closely conform with the
federal rule that explicitly allows document-only subpoenas. CR 45(a)(1)(C)
now clearly states a subpoena shall ―command each person to whom it is directed to attend and give testimony or to produce and permit inspection and
copying of designated‖ records (emphasis added). If that was not enough,
CR 45(a)(3) further states ―[a] command to a person to produce evidence or
to permit inspection may be joined with a command to appear . . . at deposi(Continued on page 13)
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tion, or may be issued separately‖ (emphasis added). Thus, a subpoena only
asking for documents can now be issued.
However, special service rules apply when issuing a document-only subpoena. CR 45(b)(2) provides a document-only subpoena ―shall be served on
each party,‖ in addition to being served on the recipient of the subpoena. CR
45(b)(2) then goes on to state the document-only subpoena shall be served on
each party ―no fewer than five days prior to service of the subpoena on the
person named therein, unless the parties otherwise agree or the court otherwise orders for good cause shown,‖ and a motion for such an order may be
made ex parte. Thus, when issuing a document-only subpoena you first need
to serve it on each party at least five days before you serve it on the person
named in the subpoena.
I still see attorneys noting ―records depositions.‖ Surprisingly, sometimes these attorneys actually go through with the deposition part of the records deposition, and ask the subpoena recipient questions about the records
the attorney just received from the recipient minutes before the deposition.
Personally, I prefer to be more prepared than that for witness depositions.
Thus, when there is a witness I need to both get documents from and depose
before trial, I usually prefer to send the witness a document-only subpoena
first, then take time to review the documents, and then send the witness a
subpoena noting the deposition of the witness.
Thankfully, the rules no longer dictate that a records deposition be noted
in order to obtain documents from a non-party, only to then have to cancel
the deposition p after the person voluntarily produces the documents requested. A simple document-only subpoena can now be issued.
* Bryan Page is an associate at Zender Thurston, P.S. and practices civil
trial and appellate litigation in state and federal courts, with an emphasis on
business, commercial, and real estate disputes. He can be reached at (360)
647-1500 or bpage@zenderthurston.com.
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A Honeymoon: Managing Risk and Exercising Good Judgment
By Michael Kleps*
My wife, Elizabeth MacDonald, and I recently took our honeymoon. We rowed and sailed
our 15-foot, fiberglass Albacore sailboat, named Hot Tuna, 900 miles from Bellingham to
Juneau.

The Inside Passage is a waterway,
(mostly) protected from the
ocean swells, extending 1,200
miles from Puget Sound to Skagway, Alaska. Between 1896 and
1899, tens of thousands of gold
prospectors traveled to the Klondike on these waters, making the
route famous. The prospector’s
trips had ups and downs, and our
trip did as well:
Day 15: “We glared at the GPS, struggling to get our bearing. We were drifting with a 5mph current through thick fog that limited our sight distance to 50 yards. We could hear a
power boat to port, a whale blowing aft, and chop breaking on rocks to starboard. Eventually we deduced that the current was sweeping us north, so we rowed west and hoped to
find Hanson Island’s north shore.”
Day 35: ‘“What is that in the water?” Mike asked as we rowed north. We had just napped
in the warmth of the only sun rays we had seen for a week. As we got closer, we discovered
a deer swimming across the channel. He swam faster as we got closer. Then he climbed
out of the water with us twenty yards away. At the bottom of a ten yard tidal zone, the deer
looked and listened after a click sound that came from the dense woods. After a few more
minutes of standing (Mike thought perhaps the deer was getting the blood flowing to his
legs after his cold swim), the deer tentatively started up toward the forest. As he neared the
forest edge, a wolf with black fur hot-footed in behind. A 30-second chase ensued, as we
heard the animals knocking through thick brush. Finally, the deer blasted out of the forest,
down the rocky tidal zone and swam the mile back across Grenville channel, with the wolf
pacing the shore.’

(Continued on page 15)
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In planning our passage, we realized the trip caused serious alarm in people. “No, you don’t
want to do that,” an experienced boater said. “Why not go before you get married…just to
feel things out a bit?” a sailboat racing friend suggested.
What our skeptics (almost everyone) had trouble understanding was the degree to which we
were sincerely motivated to take this adventure.
Beyond our motivation, practicing law turned out to be a crucial primer for the adventure’s
thorniest parts. We needed to constantly manage risk and exercise good judgment to keep
our heads above water – literally. We read dozens of accounts from those who had made
similar trips. We made practice outings to learn our limitations. We broke challenges into
bite-sized pieces, which allowed us to adapt and gain confidence.
Our goal for the trip was to see nature at its wildest – Whales making bubble traps to catch
fish, a brown bear’s head wobbling from the salmon wriggling in its jaws, gleaming white
and blue Icebergs floating from tidewater glaciers… We wanted to feel the satisfaction that
comes with bringing the hazy outlines of a dream into bold reality.
In my mind, the parameters of the trip were clear: (1) The boat has a hull speed of 5.5 mph;
(2) we could row at 3 mph (less if the water was choppy); (3) by timing the tides we could
count on 1.5 mph of current and in some places more; (4) we needed to stay out of storms;
and (5) we would be traveling along some of the most amazing country in the world.
And, tell me, wasn’t that the best time, that time when we were young at sea;
young and had nothing, on the sea that gives nothing, except hard knocks – and
sometimes a chance to feel your strength – and that only. ~ Joseph Conrad
“So how do you like married life?” a friend will ask. “It’s been a lot easier after the
honeymoon,” I respond.
———————-

*Michael Kleps thinks he is married to one of the most adventurous women he could
hope to meet. He is a sole practitioner concentrating his law practice on Elder Law and Estate Planning. Among his previous adventures he has walked the Pacific Crest and Continental Divide Trails from border to border, sailed from Thailand to Turkey via the Suez
Canal, and started a law office. A full journal of this trip can be found at
www.klepslawoffice.com/journal.
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LOCAL HERO AWARD
The Washington State Bar Association has asked the Whatcom County Bar to select a ―Local Hero‖. The
recipient will be recognized by the WSBA Board of Governors at the December 9th meeting here in Bellingham.
The Local Hero is someone who has exhibited an ―above and beyond‖ approach toward our local community
in the legal profession. This is to be reflected through their community involvement, pro bono service, other volunteer efforts or other means. This Local Hero’s efforts have to be deserving of special acknowledgment by our local
Bar Association, as well as the Board of Governors.
Please nominate someone who you believe to be a ―Local Hero.‖ Identify why you believe this person
should be selected and identify their specific achievements, efforts, pro bono service, etc.
The deadline for submission is November 9th.
NOMINATION FORM on Pg. 17
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Local Hero Award
Award Recipient’s Full Name:
Bar Association/Organization:
Who should we contact for additional information?
Name:

Email/phone:

The WSBA Local Hero Award will be presented during the upcoming WSBA Board of
Governors meeting at the Bellwether Hotel in Bellingham on December 9, 2011. WSBA
President Steve Crossland will present the Local Hero Award, and we are looking to your
organization to select a recipient.
The Local Hero is someone who has exhibited an “above and beyond” approach towards your
local community, by way of community involvement, pro bono or other volunteer service, or
other means, who is deserving of acknowledgment. We hope that you will select someone
active in your local community for us to recognize.
Please respond to Pamela Wuest at pamelaw@wsba.org with the following information:
* Why is he/she being selected? Please include specific achievements, volunteerism, pro bono
work, etc.
* A nomination letter or brief testimonial from a colleague or someone in the community as to
why this person is deserving of the Local Hero Award. (We like to use quotes in the press
release.)
* Brief bio regarding his/her role in the community over the years, including community
involvement and recognition, WSBA involvement, previous awards, etc.
* Résumé
* Any relevant personal information

* Please submit by Monday, November 21, 2011. *
Questions or concerns?
Pamela Wuest; 206-239-2125; pamelaw@wsba.org.
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What is a REGISTERED PARALEGAL (RP)?
A registered paralegal is one who carries the RP® designation after their name. The RP® is a
nationally recognized trademark among paralegals and only a handful of them have the honor to
use the designation. There are only 24 Registered Paralegals in the State of Washington. These
paralegals have successfully completed and passed the Paralegal Advance Competency Exam
(PACE). Passing the PACE is a huge professional accomplishment, and to a paralegal, the equivalent
of an attorney taking the bar exam.
What is the purpose RP credentialing and PACE?
The purpose of RP credentialing ensures paralegals will be seen as essential partners in the
delivery of high quality legal services and reinforces the message that paralegals will be held to an
elevated standard of excellence though education and training. NFPA, the National Federation of
Paralegal Associations, created PACE as a foundation tool to measure job competency of experienced paralegals.
In today’s job market, the most respected professions are gauged by the caliber of education
and training required to practice competently. For years, legal assistants and paralegals have
strived to become accepted as professionals in their field of work. However, paralegals unlike other
professions are not required to be licensed, certified or registered with any state agency or professional association. Thus, NFPA has acknowledged the vital roles of paralegals within the legal service industry and in preparation toward state licensure, developed PACE in an attempt to set standards and recommendations created by paralegals and other legal professionals, including lawyers,
judges, and legal educators.
If you are a paralegal and want to advance your career to become apart of an elite group
driven toward promoting the paralegal profession and dedicated to a higher standard of education, then taking the PACE is your next step to achieving excellence. By passing the exam, it instills
pride and accomplishment, enhances employment opportunities, and places you among the most
qualified paralegals in the profession. Moreover, it secures our future endeavor toward the state
licensures of paralegals.
Who may apply to sit for PACE and what should I know about the exam?
The PACE is for experienced paralegals. In order to sit for the PACE you must meet the educational requirements, have a certificate in paralegal studies, some work experience, and/or a
combination of education and experience, see below for details:
An associates degree in paralegal studies obtained from an institutionally accredited and/or an ABA approved paralegal program and 6 years of substantive para-
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(Continued from page 18)

legal experience; OR, Bachelor’s degree in any course of study obtained from an
institutionally accredited school and three years of substantive paralegal experience; OR, Bachelor’s degree and completion of a paralegal program within an institutionally accredited school (which may be embodied in the bachelor’s degree)
and a minimum of two years substantive paralegal experience; OR Four years of
substantive paralegal experience on or before December 31, 2000.
If you meet the qualifications, then you must be approved through a rigorous application
process, which entails submitting your application, school transcripts and three letters of recommendation. Once you have been approved, you have 90 days to schedule and take the exam. The
Exam has five Domains which include the following:
Domain I – Administration of Client Legal Matters: conflict checks; develop, organize and maintain client files; develop and maintain calendar/tickler systems;
develop and maintain databases; coordinate client services.
Domain II – Development of Client Legal Matters: client interviews; analyze information; collaborate with counsel; prepare, file and serve legal documents and exhibits; prepare clients and witnesses for legal proceedings.
Domain III – Factual/Legal Research: Obtain factual and legal information; investigate and compile facts; inspect, evaluate and analyze evidence; ascertain and
analyze legal authority.
Domain IV – Factual/legal writing: communicate with client/counsel; draft legal
analytical documents.
Domain V – Office Administration: Personnel management; acquire technology;
coordinate and utilize vendor services; create and maintain library and legal resources; develop and maintain billing system.
There are a total of 200 multiple choice questions and you are given four hours to complete
the exam. The questions require an advanced competency level of federal law and analytical
thought. The candidate must be knowledgeable in the basics of many areas of law, terminology,
technology and ethics to identify the correct answer. After you taken the exam you will immediately receive your unofficial score and know whether you have passed.
To find out more about becoming a Registered Paralegal and taking the Paralegal Advanced
Competency Exam go to www.paralegals.org. To join a PACE study group contact our local PACE
ambassador at pace-chair@wspaonline.org.
Jeniffier Provalenko, RP ®
Registered Paralegal
Northwest Chapter Director
Washington State Paralegal Association
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L AW O FFICE

OF

P AMELA E E NGLETT , PLLC
Adella L. Thompson, J.D.

Pamela E.
Englett

Thank you for your Family Law referrals!
1225 Bellingham Towers § 119 N Commercial St § Bellingham, WA 98225

Non-Real Estate Attorney?
Solo Practitioner?
Need Real Estate Documents For a
Sophisticated Commercial Transaction?
Use one of






John’s Forms

Purchase & Sale Agreements
“Green Building” Leases
Nonjudicial Foreclosure Package
And More!

 Office & Retail Leases
 Financing Documents
 Condominium Package

www.johnsforms.com
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Bratlien Law Firm
DUIs, Felony, Misdemeanor, Traffic,
Vacate/Seal Records,
&
Restore Firearms Rights
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Whatcom County Bar Association—The Minutes
October 5, 2011
Northwood Hall, Bellingham, Washington
I. Call to Order:
President Douglas Robertson called the meeting to order at 12:20 p.m.
II. Recognition of Judicial Members, Guests, and New Members:
President Douglas Robertson recognized the following judicial members present:
Mr. Thompson, Judge Swedberg, Murrow, Commissioner Simmers, Henley, Verge
The following new members/guests were introduced: tr thin son, Jim Doran, Frank Mauro and Dave Shir
bey.
III. Approval of September 2011 Minutes:
The September 7, 2011 minutes were unanimously approved.
IV. Law Advocates Report:
Prizes were awarded to: Leon Henley - Bagelry certain.
Street law sign up.
Lawyers take orders tomorrow. There are 20 seats yet to be filled.
Ron Morgan announced number one in state for access to justice campaign: 49 percent.
V. Committee Reports and Announcements:
Treasurer’s Report: WCBA Treasurer Erin Glass presented the October, 2011 Treasurer’s Reports. As of
this date there were 173 members, $ 2,823.35 in deposits for the month, and an ending balance of $
38,597.62.
Washington Women Lawyers – Whatcom County Chapter: no announcement.
Law library: no announcement.
Announcements: no announcements.
VI. BUSINESS
Laws intern - Doug Robertson knows details…
Homeschool dude contacted Doug Robertson for speaker.
Asked for dollars
NW youth services Phil Buri reported - three things:
1.) No bar dues increase.
2.) Collaborative act being presented to legislature.
3.) Magnuson and Jackson. Diana Bob Trustee for district - young lawyer's group
Bar rules reconvene beginning of year.
Budget comm 4th judge - discussion meeting next week.
Survey results sought for District Court Judge - use 1/3 for each response. Summary coming mid month.
Community . education is being rescheduled.
New officers - number of good ideas provided.
CLE comm today unbundled services evidence in November with Karl Tegland.
All interested officers step up.
VII. Guest Speaker : Executive Director of the Port of Bellingham: Charlie Sheldon.
- Went through general history of port and operating facts. It generates about 30 million a year in revenues.
The Bellingham International Airport (BLI) is the fastest growing airport “West of the Mississippi” with
500,000 people last year. A New terminal in will be built in two phases - 25 percent complete.
VIII. Meeting adjourned: President Douglas Robertson adjourned the meeting at 1:10 p.m.

RESORT TO CHEAP SELF-PROMOTION!

Advertise in
the Newsletter
Admit it. You read the ads in the Newsletter to see what’s
going on. So does everyone else. If you have a service to
offer to your colleagues in the local legal community — or
if you just want to show off — you won’t find a cheaper,
easier way to do it.

1/8-page . . . $35/mo.
2.46‖H x 3.86‖W

1/4-page . . . $50/mo.
5.00‖H x 3.86‖ W

1/2-page . . . $75/mo.
5.00‖ H x 7.90‖ W

1/2

full page . . . $100/mo.
10.00‖ H x 7.90‖ W
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And it’s easy to place your ad
E-mail your ad as an MS Word .doc, MS Publisher .pub, .JPG,
.GIF or .pdf file to:
rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com
We’ll get it in the next issue and bill you. Pre-size the ad if you
know how. Otherwise, tell us the size you want. Questions? Email Editor Rajeev at the above e-mail address, or call (360)
332-7000 .
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